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Abstract

For many years, non-target detection experiments have

been simulated by using AND/OR bridges or gross delay

faults as surrogates. For example, the defective part level

can be estimated based upon surrogate detection when test

patterns target stuck-at faults in the circuit. For the �rst

time, test pattern generation techniques that attempt to

maximize non-target defect detection have been used to

test a real, 100% scanned, commercial chip consisting of

75K logic gates. In this experiment, the defective part

level for REDO- based patterns was 1,288 parts per mil-

lion lower than that achieved by DC stuck-at based pat-

terns generated using today's state of the art tools and

techniques.

1 Introduction

We use the term defects to denote actual aws in an
integrated circuit, which introduce erroneous opera-
tion for some input sequence. Similarly, the term fault

denotes the abstract defect models used as targets to
produce test patterns. Finally, surrogates are defect
models (which are not targeted during test pattern
generation) but are used to quantify the non-target
defect detection of a given test pattern set.

Although stuck-at fault detection is widely ac-
cepted in industry as a key test quality �gure of merit,
it does not account for the necessity of detecting other
defect types seen in real manufacturing environments
[BUTL90][MA95]. Other researchers have addressed
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this problem by using various \enhanced fault models"
during the ATPG process [FERG91]. In this case, the
fault simulation engine is modi�ed to allow the sim-
ulation of the \enhanced fault model" to more accu-
rately emulate real defects encountered in the manu-
facturing process. Unfortunately, using defect mod-
els during the ATPG process is too costly in both
time and memory. Multiple fault models with mul-
tiple testing methods have also been proposed and
studied [MAX92a][MAX92b]. Still other researchers
have noted that targeting stuck-at faults may detect
many bridges and vice versa [MEI74][MILL88]. We ex-
tend these notions by noting that any logic defect may
be fortuitously detected by tests targeted for stuck-at
faults.

In fact, extremely valuable information is discarded
during the fault simulation phase of the traditional
ATPG process. Speci�cally, each site's fault detection
pro�le is lost in modern fault simulators because they
use fault dropping for time/space e�ciency. However,
there is a strong correlation between the number of
times a fault site is \observed" and the ability of the
corresponding test set to screen out defects which oc-
cur at that site. In an attempt to quantify the de-
fect reduction, we constructed a new defective part
level model, MPG, that uses each individual site's
stuck-at fault detection pro�le to predict how well a
test vector set can detect manufacturing defects. The
MPG model is named for its inventors M. R. Mercer,
J. Park, and M. R. Grimaila.

Our research di�ers from existing work in the way it



attempts to reduce the overall defective part level. In
our method, we use a standard stuck-at fault model-
based ATPG, but we modify the fault simulator to
keep track of each node's stuck-at fault detection pro-
�le. The sum of the stuck-at one detects and the stuck-
at zero detects for a given site is called the site \obser-
vation count." By dynamically targeting test vector
generation toward the least observed sites and using
random decision ATPG, we e�ectively reduce the over-
all defective part level of the device. When a fault is
detected multiple times given di�erent excitation or
observation conditions, we have a higher probability
of detecting most of the various defects involving that
fault site. A key bene�t of this approach is that no
defect models except for stuck-at faults are required
to direct the ATPG process [WMW96].

We applied a traditional test pattern set consistent
with current best commercial practice and our en-
hanced test pattern set to an actual integrated circuit
with 75,000 logic gates. An analysis of the results of
the experiment supports our conjecture that increas-
ing each site's observability signi�cantly reduces the
overall defective part level for the device.

In the case of this particular chip, the traditional
test pattern generation time was less than ten min-
utes. In contrast, the chip design was months. Thus
increased test pattern generation e�ort represents an
appropriate engineering choice. Many additional CPU
cycles may be used, but these are very inexpensive and
run in parallel with other design activities. This ad-
ditional e�ort is not at all likely to increase the total
design cycle. Our optimized test pattern selection pro-
cess required several days, but this was a very small
fraction of the total design time.

2 The Role of Excitation and Observa-

tion in Defect Detection

Generating tests using the stuck-at fault model re-
quires deterministic excitation and deterministic ob-
servation. In Figure 1, a simple circuit is used to il-
lustrate the steps required to generate a test for A
stuck-at 1. In this case, A is set to a 0 to excite the
fault and S is set to a 1 to allow the fault, D, to propa-
gate through NAND gate N1. Since the signal S is set
to a one, the output of inverter I1 is a 0. This zero in-
sures that the output of gate N2 is a one, which allows
the D on the output of N1 to propagate to the output
of N3 as a D bar. In this case, it does not matter what
value is assigned to node B and the resulting value at
the output of I2 because this value is blocked from
propagating through N3 due to the 0 on the output of
I1. Given the conditions that A is equal to 0 and that

S is equal to 1, we �nd that the probability of both
the excitation and the observation of fault A stuck-at
1 is equal to 1.
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Figure 1: Example circuit with a test for node A s-a-1

If we apply the same test vector to the circuit shown
in Figure 2 which contains an OR bridge between node
A and node B, we �nd that the value of node B will
determine if the OR bridge is detected or not. If B
is equal to 0, the OR bridge is not detected. If B is
equal to a 1, then the OR bridge is detected. Given the
conditions that A is equal to 0 and that S is equal to
1, we �nd that the probability of excitation of the OR
bridge defect in this example is 1

2
. Thus, we see that

the excitation for a bridge fault when using a stuck-at
fault model for test generation can be probabilistic.
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Figure 2: Example circuit with A OR B bridging fault

If we apply the same test vector to the circuit shown
in Figure 3 which contains an OR bridge between node
A and node BN, we �nd that the value of node BN
will determine if the OR bridge is detected or not. If
BN is equal to 0, the OR bridge is not detected. If BN
is equal to a 1, then the OR bridge is detected. Given
the conditions that A is equal to 0 and that S is equal
to 1, we �nd that the probability of excitation of the
OR bridge defect in this example is 1

2
. Also note that

if two di�erent chips have the defects of Figure 2 and
Figure 3, then both tests must be applied in order to
reject both of the defective chips.

Figure 4 shows a much more generalized compari-
son of test generation for any arbitrary point in the
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Figure 3: Example circuit with A OR BN bridging
fault

network. For the traditional method, let �E be a
member of the subset of all possible tests such that
p(�E) = 0 and the fault P s-a-1 is excited (Capi-
tals indicate faulty values and the lower case indicates
good values.) If @f=@P (�E) = 1, then P s-a-1 will
be observed and detected. The REDO test approach
selects a set of inputs, �O such that @f=@P (�O) = 1,
and some of these tests probabilistically excite (and
detect) defects at P . Thus, for the case of a stuck-
at fault, both the excitation, P (�), and observation
conditions, @f=@P (�), are deterministic. In contrast,
the test for a defect at node P will have the same de-
terministic observation, but the probability of defect
excitation depends upon the particular character of
that defect.

X
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Figure 4: A comparison between deterministic test-
ing for a stuck-at fault and probabilistic testing for a
defect

3 The MPG Defective Part Level

Model

We now introduce a defective part level model,
calledMPG, which uses the number of times each fault
site is observed to predict the defective part level. For
this work, we assume a constant probability of excita-
tion given that the site is observed, PEXCITE , and
a constant probability of the existence of a defect,
PDEFECT .

We now examine each component of the MPG
model shown in Figure 5. The number of times site i
is observed, #OBSi, is the sum of stuck-at one and

stuck-at zero fault detections for that site. Notice
that the probability of not detecting the defect, (1 �
PEXCITE)

#OBSi, is reduced as a site is observed more
frequently. The expression (1 � PEXCITE)

#OBSi
�

PDEFECT calculates the probability of escape, that
is, the probability that a defect occurs but is not de-
tected. This model assumes statistical independence
between: (1) the probability of excitation for each in-
dividual observation, and (2) the probability of detec-
tion and the probability of occurrence for defect at
the given site. If we subtract the probability of escape
from one for each site, we obtain the probability that
an escape does not occur for that site. The product
over all sites of this probability is the probability that
no escape occurs for the complete circuit. The de-
fective part level is then determined as the ensemble
probability that at least one escape occurs.

DL �= 1�
QSites
i=1 [1�(1�PEXCITE)

#OBSi
�PDEFECT ]

PEXCITE � Probability a defect is excited given
that its site is observed (Assumed constant)

(1�PEXCITE)
#OBSi

� Probability defect at site i is
never detected

PDEFECT � Probability of a defect at site i
PDEFECT is calculated from:
Y ield = (1� PDEFECT )

#Sites

Figure 5: The MPG defective part level model

It is very simple to consider several special cases
and observe that the MPG model's predictions are
logical in those instances. For example, consider that
no testing at all is done so that there are no observa-
tions. In this case, the defective part level reduces to
exactly (1�Y ield). (This result follows exactly based
upon the last line in Figure 5.) Similarly, as the num-
ber of observations at all sites approaches in�nity, the
predicted defective part level approaches zero.

This model has several advantages when compared
with existing stuck-at fault-based defect level models.
For example, in the traditional models, the defective
part level is predicted to be zero when the stuck-at
fault coverage reaches 100% [SETH84][WILL81]. In
contrast, this new model exponentially approaches but
never actually reaches a defective part level of zero.
The MPG model uses observation information which
is calculated as part of stuck-at fault simulation, and
its predictions vary based upon the number of obser-
vations which occur at any given site. For the defects
remaining undetected as the test pattern application



process proceeds, chances are that they are hard to
excite. Thus, using a constant (but relatively small)
probability of excitation for all defects results in a con-
servative upper bound for the actual defective part
level achieved. Alternatively, the probability of ex-
citation can be modeled using a more sophisticated
function which involves the number of observations at
each individual site and re�ned estimates of defect oc-
currence.

4 An Initial Test Generation Method

for Defect Level Minimization

Based upon the MPG defective part model given
above, a family of new test generation methods have
been developed and evaluated. In each case, tests are
produced by traditional ATPG algorithms targeting
traditional stuck-at faults. The only non-standard re-
quirements on the ATPG algorithm are: (1) that the
test pattern generation decision process be random so
that if the same fault is used twice as a target, the re-
sulting two tests are extremely unlikely to be identical
(i.e. are random samples from the set of all possible
test patterns for the fault), and (2) that the number
of detections of each fault over the entire test pattern
set be computed during fault simulation. In fact, if
two identical patterns are produced, one is removed
in a post-processing step after ATPG and prior to the
optimization described in Section 7.

In contrast to traditional fault selection methods
(such as testing for each undetected fault at least
once), we select faults to be targeted in such a way
as to maximize the number of times that sites are ob-
served. More speci�cally, since those sites which are
least often observed make the dominant contribution
to the defective part level, our objective is to maximize
the number of observations of "hard to observe" sites.
This means that many stuck-at faults will never be
used as targets | because they are often detected by
tests targeted at other faults. In contrast, some stuck-
at faults will be targeted many times because they are
located at sites which are only rarely observed.

Figure 6 shows a simpli�ed ow chart for the ini-
tial test pattern generation approach used. The key
di�erences from standard procedures are: (1) that the
least detected fault is always selected for processing
next, and (2) fault detection statistics are saved which
record how many times each fault has been detected
to date. Note that this is orders of magnitude less
information than what is collected for a fault dictio-
nary. Initially, all faults have been detected exactly
zero times. From this set, one is randomly selected
and used as a target to produce the �rst test pat-
tern. After fault simulation, many faults may have

one detection; of the faults with zero detections, an-
other is randomly selected as the next target. Even-
tually, every fault has been detected at least once, but
the process continues by �nding the set of faults which
have been least detected and randomly selecting one
of them as the next target. In some cases, no test
is produced because an upper bound on ATPG time
is exceeded, and the corresponding fault is temporar-
ily removed as a candidate target to avoid excessive
ATPG times.
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Figure 6: Dynamic least detected fault targeting algo-
rithm

As usual, there are many variations on the basic
theme. In the section that follows, three such varia-
tions are described, and their performance is compared
in a defect (surrogate) simulation experiment.

5 Predictions for C432 Based upon

Surrogate Simulation

In order to study the e�ectiveness of test pattern
sets produced based upon the MPG defective part
level model, a simple set of experiments were con-
ducted using the ISCAS benchmark circuit | C432.
All stuck-at one and stuck-at zero faults, after equiv-
alent fault collapse, were used as the basic fault set,
and statistics on the number of detections of each fault
were monitored during the test pattern generation and
fault simulation process [LEE93]. The yield was as-
sumed to be 96.7% (to match the actual data from
the commercial part). A total of 45,000 AND and



OR bridges between lines in the C432 circuit were
modeled, and the defective part level which was de-
termined based upon the number of bridges which re-
mained undetected is shown on the Y axis. Three
methods were used to produce test pattern sets, and
the results are shown for comparison in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Defective part level versus pattern number
for three di�erent ATPG methods

Method 1 corresponds to traditional industrial
practice today. A test pattern set is produced by
targeting one currently undetected fault, doing fault
simulation, and dropping all detected faults from fu-
ture consideration as targets. This process is repeated
until every detectable fault has been either explicitly
targeted and detected or fortuitously detected by a
test for some other target fault. At the end of 70 test
patterns, the fault coverage is 100%, and the process
terminates. The resulting defective part level is 661
parts per million. Method 2 corresponds to the dy-
namic least detected fault targeting described in the
ow chart of Figure 6. In this case, the test gener-
ation process was terminated after 200 test patterns
were generated. This number of patterns was used be-
cause it was about three times the number of patterns
required to attain 100% fault coverage. (Tester limi-
tations for the commercial part, described in the next
section, restricted the number of patterns in that case
to about three times the number required to achieve
nearly 100% fault coverage, and we wanted the two
test pattern lengths to be \relatively equal.") Obser-
vation of Figure 7 shows that the resulting defective
part level for this approach is 90.1 parts per million.

Method 3 is similar to Method 2 except that after
the ATPG algorithm has produced a test pattern, the
test may contain one or many unspeci�ed primary in-
put values (assigned as "X" values). We produce up
to 32,768 di�erent patterns by random assignments of
0 and 1 to the X's and fault simulate all of them. The

test pattern that maximizes the number of fault detec-
tions is selected as the test pattern to be included in
the �nal test pattern set. In all, 200 test patterns were
generated. This approach was used to understand the
level of improvement which could be expected if the
test pattern generation e�ort was increased by several
orders of magnitude. It attempts to �nd an \approx-
imate bound" for the best possible test pattern set
targeted exclusively based upon fault detection statis-
tics. The resulting defective part level is 46.8 parts
per million.

6 Predicted Defective Part Levels for

the Commercial Chip

The part used in this study was a commercial
chip consisting of more than 75,000 two input NAND
equivalent logic gates. Best practice stuck-at fault
testing methods were employed in the standard test
ow. Two test pattern sets were applied to the chip
of interest. One was a standard test pattern set pro-
duced by a commercially available ATPG tool with
a stuck-at fault coverage in excess of 97% and a test
pattern length of 3,000 scan chain loads (designated in
Figure 8 as \Commercial"). The second test pattern
set was the optimized set described in the next section
consisting of 3,000 scan chain loads (designated in Fig-
ure 8 as \Research"). All of the state elements could
be independently controlled and observed via the scan
chain.

Figure 8 shows two example predictions produced
by the MPG defective part level model using only the
results from scan-based stuck-at fault testing on the
digital portion of the device. Here, the X-axis cor-
responds to fault number (from 1 to 80,000) where
the faults are ordered from lowest defective part level
contributor (largest number of observations) to high-
est defective part level contributor (smallest number
of observations). The Y-axis shows the resulting pre-
dicted cumulative defective part level for the set of all
faults from the smallest contributor to the fault cor-
responding to that X-axis position. The value for Y
at the extreme right side of the graph corresponds to
the defective part level for the chip as predicted by the
MPG model. Note that: (1) a signi�cant component
of the defective part level is contributed by a relatively
small number of faults located to the far right side of
the X-axis (these are the targets of opportunity for
superior test pattern selection methods), and (2) that
the MPG defect levels predicted for our new test pat-
tern generation method are signi�cantly below those
for current best test pattern generation methods.
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Figure 8: MPG defective part level model predictions
versus fault number for the commercial device

7 An \Optimized" Test Generation

Method for Defect Level Minimiza-

tion

We now examine the methods used to select the
optimized test pattern set. Figure 9 shows the con-
ceptual procedure used to produce the optimized test
pattern set, and Figure 10 shows the procedure as a
simpli�ed ow chart.

TEST PATTERN SUPERSET

Test patterns from

traditional ATPG for ≅
100% stuck-at fault

coverage.

Additional test
patterns targeted

towards least detected
sites.

Test patterns to be
applied to integrated

circuits during
manufacturing test.

CANDIDATE TEST
PATTERN SET

Add test pattern that is
most effective in reducing

predicted defective part
level

Remove test pattern that is
least valuable to reduce
predicted defective part

level

Figure 9: Optimize test vector selection algorithm

First, a SUPER TEST PATTERN SET was pro-
duced as described in the ow chart of Figure 6. Un-
fortunately, the length of this set exceeded the 3,000
pattern limit by about a factor of four. Thus, it was
necessary, because of tester memory limitations, to se-
lect an OPTIMIZED SUBSET corresponding to the
set of 3,000 test patterns that produce the lowest de-
fective part level according to the MPG model. For
successive steps, the defective part level reduction pre-
dicted for every pattern in the CANDIDATE OPTI-
MIZED SET was evaluated, and the least e�ective
pattern was removed. Then, the defective part level
reductions predicted by the MPG model for every test
pattern in the SUPER TEST PATTERN SET (which
did not already exist in the current CANDIDATE OP-

TIMIZED SET) were compared, and the most e�ec-
tive new pattern was added to form the new CANDI-
DATE OPTIMIZED SET. The process of removing
the weakest test pattern from the CANDIDATE SET
and adding the strongest pattern from the SUPER
TEST PATTERN SET was repeated until no signif-
icant di�erence in predicted defective fault level was
achieved. We used the resulting test pattern set as
our OPTIMIZED test pattern set to be applied dur-
ing manufacturing test. Note that the information
required for this process was similar to that which is
produced in a fault dictionary.
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Figure 10: Minimum defective part level test vector
selection algorithm

8 Actual Relative Defective Part Lev-

els for the Commercial Chip

To protect con�dential yield information, we will
not report on the number of manufactured die which
failed parametric tests, but 6,986 die passed all para-
metric tests and were subjected to both a traditional
DC test pattern set and the REDO OPTIMIZED DC
test pattern set described above. In the end, 220 de-
fective die of the 6,986 total were detected by cur-
rent best commercial test practice, and 229 defective
die were detected from the same set using the OPTI-
MIZED test pattern set. With this sample size, each
defective die corresponded to 143 defective parts per
million (1,000,000 / 6,986). The resulting defective
part level (Y-axis) versus applied test pattern number
(X-axis) plots are shown in Figure 11. The X axis
range was limited to 1500 patterns because no defec-
tive parts were identi�ed after pattern 1500 by either
test set. Since we have no idea how many defective die
were erroneously passed by the OPTIMIZED set, we



arbitrarily assume that two such defective die escaped.
(If this number is changed, the plots will move up or
down on the Y-axis, but the spacing will always ter-
minate with the same di�erence.) Because this part is
a mixed signal device, analog testing after the digital
tests may further reduce the �nal defective part level.
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Figure 11: Measured defective part level for commer-
cial and research test vectors

9 Conclusions

We have described the MPG defective part level
model and the REDO method, which produced OP-
TIMIZED test pattern sets for digital logic circuits.
Both surrogate simulation of the C432 benchmark cir-
cuit and actual testing of a commercial part using best
current practice indicate the superiority of the REDO
testing method for the reduction of defective part lev-
els in digital integrated circuits. This is the �rst of
several testing experiments, and future experiments
are scheduled with much larger die sample sizes. We
also are studying techniques to reduce the test pattern
generation and optimized test pattern selection times.

The REDO improvement simply involves using tra-
ditional ATPG and fault simulation tools in a new
way. By maximizing the deterministic observation of
defect sites in the network (as determined from tra-
ditional stuck-at fault simulation) and relying upon
probabilistic defect excitation, signi�cant improve-
ments in test pattern e�ciency have been achieved.
In particular, considering stuck-at fault testing alone,
the REDO tests resulted in 1,288 fewer defective parts
per million. Obviously, this does not mean that this
chip is being shipped at a DPPM level of 1,288 since a
number of other tests are applied which also have the
e�ect of lowering the defective part level.
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